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Download the files and create them with a 3D printer, laser cutter, or CNC machine. These devices will help
you create not only small parts, for example, to create lubricants, but also use 3D printing to create a full-
fledged production. This film contains illustrative examples of the use of 3D printing in a variety of areas.

Production of cookies, double-glazed windows, plastic bottles, souvenirs. Geomagnetic beacons and sensors
for tracking vehicles and the underwater environment. Sets of plastic utensils, electrical equipment, medical

devices, house building and others. High resolution photo A normal photo can be taken with a digital camera.
But this is not the only source of images for printing. Any 3D printer can print not only photos, but also 3D

models. How to make it possible to print a regular book or regular glasses on a 3D printing system? Maybe a
surfboard or a closet, a washing machine? All this is possible if special photopolymers are used as a 3D

material. We will talk about two printing methods - inkjet and laser. Which one you choose depends on your
preferences and budget. A small laser system will print objects in formats and geometries that are often found
in nature. Lightweight, completely "prepared" to order, without special restrictions and difficulties for novice
owners of 3D technologies. Allows you to create three-dimensional objects of any shape, but requires special

management skills. Main advantages: good print quality, speed, ease of use and maintenance. For 3D
scanning It is a simple system for the production of three-dimensional bodies using the layer-by-layer

method. Objects found in open sources are used as 3D objects. To create 3D models: these objects need to be
"assembled" into one file, converted to 3D format and printed. It is necessary to say a few words about the

use of specialized 3D systems in the production of 3D objects. One of the most famous such systems is
DySpace, Inc. The device consists of several components: laser beam generator Light sensor (to determine the
light source) Laser receiver Backlight sensor (for converting a laser signal into an electrical one) To obtain the

desired 3D forms, layer-by-layer printing technology from unidirectional fiber flows based on additive
technology is used. The number of layers, as well as their height, depends only on the size of the required

model.
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